Theoretical study of the sequence selectivity of isolexins, isohelical DNA groove binding ligands. Proposal for the GC minor groove specific compounds.
A theoretical study is presented of complex formation between DNA fragments of different base sequences and isolexins, "isohelical base reading polymers", formed of heteroaromatic pentagonal rings joined by appropriate linkers. Extensive computations are performed for the isolexin composed of the furan-pyrrole-furan sequence. They involve charged ligands with propioamidinium groups at both ends as well as neutral molecules with terminal methyl, carbonyl and amino groups. Two different groups (C = O and NH) are used as linkers between the base reading moieties. The role of these elements on the binding preference of the ligands has been examined. The results show that the mere possibility of formation of hydrogen bonds between a ligand and the nucleic acid bases is not sufficient to ensure its binding specificity which is determined largely by the interplay of electrostatic factors. Thus the dicationic isolexins uniformly prefer AT sequences. For the neutral isolexins the nature of the groups forming the linkers is a major factor in defining the specificity, although these groups do not participate directly in the interaction with DNA. The C = O linkers favour binding to AT sequence while the N-H linkers permit preferential binding to the GAG sequence. Finally, for the first time in theoretical computations, a ligand is proposed which should bind preferentially to the minor groove of GC sequences: this ligand is a neutral isolexin composed of three furan rings linked by two N-H groups. This ligand is considered as an improvable prototype. Altogether the results presented open the path for the designing of minor groove ligands specific for any desirable DNA base sequence.